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Abstract
We present a theoretical and computational study of mechanisms that screen the depolarising
field in ferroelectric materials, namely domains and two-dimensional electron gases. A more
realistic electrostatic description of thin films, which accounts for the presence of a substrate
has been derived. The electrostatic description of superlattices of alternating ferroelectric and
paraelectric layers was also obtained. In both cases a modified Kittel law was observed for
the domains which accounts for the substrates and the superlattice geometries. We review the
model of coexistence between screening mechanisms for a ferroelectric thin film in a vacuum.
Using the modified electrostatics, this model was extended to describe thin films on substrates
and superlattices. It was found that the permittivities of the substrates and paraelectric layers
extended the range of thicknesses where coexistence between the screening mechanisms can
be sustained. First-principles calculations of monodomain thin films and superlattices were
performed using the virtual crystal approximation to introduce a two-dimensional electron
gas through interfacial defects. We observed the screening of the depolarising field by the
two-dimensional electron gas, sustaining the polarisation within the materials.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Ferroelectrics
Ferroelectric materials have a wide range of applications and are essential components of
many modern devices [1]. A ferroelectric material is one with a spontaneous polarisation in
the absence of an electric field. The direction of the polarisation can be reversed by applying
an external electric field in the opposite direction. This phenomenon, known as polarisation
switching, implies that a ferroelectric material’s polarisation depends on its past and will
thus exhibit hysteresis (see Figure 1.4). Using hysteresis as a memory function, ferroelectric
capacitors have applications in non-volatile memory: ferroelectric RAM [2]. Due to the high
geometric symmetry of many common ferroelectrics, there is a direct coupling between their
mechanical and electrical properties. Hence, they must also be piezoelectric and pyroelectric.
Thus, ferroelectric materials have potential for use in sensor applications [3]. Thin film
ferroelectrics are typically preferred over their bulk counterparts because of their lower oper-
ating voltages and better compatibility with semiconductor devices [4]. One popular way of
fabricating ferroelectric (and other ferroic) materials is in the form of a superlattice comprised
of alternating layers of ferroelectric and paraelectric thin films [5–7]. The properties of these
superlattices can vary considerably from those of the individual components, and can be
tuned through the thickness and number of layers of each material.
It was originally thought that thin films could not be useful in practice due to problems such
as the observed poor retention of ferroelectric polarisation, and polarisation fatigue: the
decrease in spontaneous polarisation due to repeated polarisation switching [8]. Also, the po-
larisation induces bound charges at the interfaces of thin films, which, if left uncompensated
for, will create an electric ‘depolarising’ field in the direction opposite to the polarisation.
The energy cost of this depolarising field can reduce the polarisation or completely suppress
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the ferroelectricity [9].
In practice, these effects are usually mitigated by a number of possible screening mechanisms.
Using a capacitor geometry, where a thin film is sandwiched between two metal electrodes,
the free charges in the electrodes can screen the bound charges, preserving ferroelectricity.
Several interesting phenomena arise in thin films themselves that act as screening mecha-
nisms. A microstructure of ferroelectric domains, regions polarised in different directions,
can form in the material. The boundary between two domains is known as a domain wall.
They are named in analogy to the magnetic domains that form in a ferromagnet. We will
see in detail in the next chapter how these domains screen the depolarising field. One recent
discovery is the formation of a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the interfaces of
thin films and superlattices [10, 11]. These phenomena have generated great interest; there is
evidence that 2DEGs can also enhance properties such as superconductivity capacitance in
certain materials. Along with these potential applications, a better understanding of screening
mechanisms could help to overcome problems such as depolarisation and fatigue. It is
important to note here that the 2DEGs have that been experimentally observed were at polar
interfaces, ones with polarisations that cannot be switched, but have only been indirectly
observed at ferroelectric interfaces.
~a
Pb O Ti
~c
Fig. 1.1 Perovskite structure of PTO. Shown on the left is the cubic perovskite structure. Shown on
the right is the tetragonal phase observed below the Curie temperature, TC.
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Several perovskites are examples of common ferroelectric materials. While perovskites have
recently seen a massive increase in popularity in solar cell technology [12], they have always
been the primary choice for ferroelectric devices. A perovskite is a material with the same
crystal structure as calcium titanate (CaTiO3). The chemical formula is ABX3, where the A
cations (e.g. Pb, Ba, Sr) are located at the corners of the unit cell, the B cations (e.g. Ti, Zr)
are located at the cubic center and the X anions (typically O) are located at the cubic face
centers (see Figure 1.1). Common examples of perovskites are lead titanate (PbTiO3, PTO),
barium titanate (BaTiO3, BTO), strontium titanate (SrTiO3, STO) and lanthanum aluminate
(LaAlO3, LAO), although STO and LAO are not nominally ferroelectric.
Pervoskites in the cubic phase are paraelectric: they do not have a spontaneous polarisation.
This is due to the high symmetry of the cubic unit cell, and is typically observed at high
temperatures. Below a certain Curie temperature, TC, many perovskites undergo one or
more structural phase transitions and become ferroelectric. Consider PTO, for example. At
TC = 766 K, it undergoes a structural phase transition from cubic to tetragonal, as illustrated
in Figure 1.1. The atoms are displaced with respect to their original positions and as a result,
the centres of positive and negative charge no longer coincide. This results in a net dipole
moment and hence a spontaneous polarisation. The strain in the tetragonal unit cell and the
distortion of the atomic positions are directly related to the polarisation. PTO in particular
has a large c/a strain, approximately 6%, in comparison to other ferroelectric materials;
the c/a strain in BTO is approximately 1%. In perovskites such as BTO, the spontaneous
polarisation is primarily related to the cation-anion splitting, or distortion, of the TiO2 layers.
In PTO, the distortion of the PbO layers also plays a role, likely due to the rich chemistry of
Pb.
1.1.1 Depolarising Field
tˆ
nˆ
Pd
Fig. 1.2 A ferroelectric thin film with uniform polarisation P. The film extends infinitely in the
directions tangential to the surface and has thickness d.
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The appearance of the depolarising field, which is the origin of the screening mechanisms
studied in this work, can be observed through a simple consideration of the boundary condi-
tions in Maxwell’s equations. Consider a uniform ferroelectric thin film with polarisation
P in a vacuum, which is infinitely wide and has thickness d, as shown in Figure 1.2. The
displacement field inside the film is normal to the surface and is given by
D⃗= ε0κE⃗+ P⃗ , (1.1)
where κ is the permittivity and E⃗ is the electric field inside the film. Because ferroelectric
thin films are anisotropic, κ will be a diagonal matrix, the components of which are the
permittivities in the normal and tangential directions. Since we are assuming the film to
be infinitely wide, the displacement fields in the vacuum region must be zero. A nonzero
displacement field outside the film would result in an infinite electrostatic energy as the
field is integrated over the entire vacuum. Matching the displacement fields at the interface
between the thin film and the vacuum region yields
D⃗= 0 , (1.2)
which gives
E⃗ =− 1
κcε0
P⃗ , (1.3)
where κc is the permittivity in the normal direction. This is known as the depolarising field.
Note that it always opposes the polarisation. The energy per unit volume associated with the
depolarising field is
Udep =
1
2κε0
P2 , (1.4)
which is positive and quadratic in the polarisation. This ideal example is the worst case
scenario, but in more realistic situations the polarisation is reduced but not fully suppressed
because of finite size effects, etc. The purpose of the screening mechanisms mentioned
earlier is to reduce this depolarising field and sustain ferroelectricity.
1.2 Outline
Theoretical descriptions of ferroelectric materials have typically been for ideal ferroelectrics
in a vacuum. The main motivation for this work is to study the screening mechanisms in
more realistic situations. In order to do so, the electrostatic description of thin films on
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substrates and in superlattices must be considered. This will allow us to determine the effects
of substrates and the geometry of superlattices on the depolarising field. The main theoretical
study of the electrostatics of ferroelectric thin films followed in this work is [13]. However,
this analysis does not generalise well. Obtaining the correct electrostatic descriptions will
not only allow us to describe the screening mechanisms in isolation, but will also lead to a
more realistic model of coexistence between them.
An outline of this work is as follows: first, we review the electrostatic description of a ferro-
electric thin film in a vacuum, and then consider the electrostatics of thin films on substrates
and superlattices. We review the Landau theory of coexistence for ferroelectric thin films and
then use the new electrostatic descriptions to extend this theory to thin films on substrates
and superlattices. We also consider a more realistic version of the Kittel law for polydomain
ferroelectrics. The theory presented in this work is not specific to any particular material.
However, for illustrative purposes, we use thin films of PTO and PTO/STO superlattices as
test cases.
Finally, we study the screening mechanisms using first-principles simulations, a cheaper and
quicker way than fabricating and characterising the materials experimentally. Both domains
and surface charges, which typically arise from surface defects, require large supercell
calculations. We use the virtual crystal approximation to introduce fractional defects, and
hence 2DEGs, to single unit cells of PTO thin films and PTO/STO superlattices. These
simulations will allow us to understand the effect of the 2DEG in ferroelectric materials
and will also pave the way for larger calculations with real defects and domains. Using the
relaxed geometries from the single unit cell calculations avoids the need to perform geometry
relaxations of large supercells, which would be extremely time consuming.
1.3 Landau Theory of Ferroelectrics
Many ferroelectric materials are well-described by a Landau theory: a macroscopic theory
in which the free energy is expanded in terms of relevant thermodynamic quantities such
as temperature, polarisation, electric field, and strain, etc. The behaviour of the materials
can then be determined by minimising the free energy with respect to these quantities. A
Landau theory can also be used to study phase transitions in materials. As an example, let us
consider the free energy of an ideal ferroelectric perovskite associated with its polarisation
and applied electric field. Using a few simple assumptions and symmetry arguments, we will
see that the Landau theory describes the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition, hysteresis,
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and the effect of the depolarising field very well. The free energy can be described in terms
of an order parameter, δ , which consists of a soft mode associated with the collective shift of
the oxygen cage with respect to the cations, and hence the distortion of the layers. There is a
polarisation associated with this mode which can also be used to describe the free energy,
Pδ =
1
Ω
Z∗δδ , (1.5)
where Ω is the volume of the primitive unit cell and Z∗δ is the Born effective charge associated
with the mode. Due to the symmetry of the perovskite unit cell, we can write the free energy
associated with the polarisation as a power series which contains only even powers of Pδ ,
U0(Pδ ) =
a
2
P2δ +
b
4
P4δ +O(P
6
δ ) , (1.6)
where we truncate the series after the quartic term. Here we consider second order (con-
tinuous) phase transitions, where b ≥ 0. If the quadratic term is positive, then the energy
curve will have a single-well-type shape, corresponding to the paraelectric phase. If it is
negative, the energy will have a double-well-type shape, corresponding to the ferroelectric
phase. Since we know that the ferroelectric phase occurs below a certain Curie temperature,
we can assume that a> 0 and rewrite (1.6) as
U0(Pδ ) =
a
2
(T −TC)P2δ +
b
4
P4δ . (1.7)
If the temperature is greater than TC, then both coefficients will be positive, and the energy
will have a single-well form with a single minimum at Pδ = 0, i.e. the paraelectric phase is
favourable. If the temperature is less than TC, the energy will have a double-well form with
three equilibrium points: an unstable local maximum at Pδ = 0 (paraelectric), and two stable
minima at ±PS, say, the spontaneous polarisation (see Figure 1.3). We can determine PS by
minimising the energy, ∂PU0(P) = 0:
PS =
[a
b
(TC−T )
]1/2
, (1.8)
and defining
ε0χη =
1
2a(TC−T ) , (1.9)
we can write (1.7) as
U0(Pδ ) =
1
ε0χη
(
1
4
P4δ
P2S
− 1
2
P2δ
)
, (1.10)
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P
U0
+PS−PS
T > TC
T < TC
Fig. 1.3 The typical energy curve of an ideal ferroelectric material. The dashed line is the energy
curve of the paraelectric phase, the only minimum being at zero polarisation. The black line is the
energy of ferroelectric phase, with two minima at ±PS, the spontaneous polarisation, and a local
maximum at zero polarisation.
where χη describes the curvature of the energy near the minima.
The application of an external electric field E⃗ contributes a term to the energy which is
proportional to −E⃗ · P⃗. This term is linear in the polarisation and has the effect of tilting
the wells, making one more favourable than the other. Using this, the hysteresis of the
polarisation can be explained using the Landau theory. Applying an external electric field
lowers one of the wells, and the system will move towards the minimum of that well. The
polarisation will increase until it reaches the bottom of that well, where it saturates at PS.
Reversing the electric field tilts the wells in the opposite direction, and the polarisation will
saturate at the bottom of the other well at −PS. In an ideal ferroelectric, this process can be
repeated indefinitely resulting in the hysteresis loop shown in Figure 1.4.
Finally, we can use the Landau theory to describe the effect of the depolarising field on
ferroelectrics. As we have seen, the depolarising field has an associated energy which is
positive and quadratic in the polarisation. For a material to be in the ferroelectric phase,
the quadratic term in the free energy must be negative to give the double-well-type shape.
The addition of a positive quadratic term from the depolarising field reduces the overall
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quadratic coefficient, and thus the energy curve approaches a single-well-type shape, i.e. the
ferroelectricity is reduced and the paraelectric phase becomes favoured. In computational
simulations of ferroelectric materials, we typically see a small remnant polarisation and
a weak depolarising field rather than the material in its paraelectric phase. This is due
to the competition between the spontaneous polarisation and the depolarising field: the
depolarising field is proportional to the polarisation, and as the polarisation is reduced,
so is the depolarising field; both of these quantities decrease iteratively, but are not fully
eliminated.
E
P
Fig. 1.4 The hysteresis loop of an ideal ferroelectric. The double wells show the free energy of the
system in each quadrant. After the initial saturation from zero net polarisation, the external electric
field is applied and reversed in an anti-clockwise fashion.
This is the Landau theory of bulk ferroelectrics. For thin films and superlattices, there
are additional quantities on which the energy depends, such as the thickness of the films
and layers, the width of the ferroelectric domains and the surface charges at the interfaces
associated with the 2DEGs. These quantities all contribute to the free energy in different ways,
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but the expressions will not be derived here. They are related to the screening mechanisms
that arise in the materials, and solving the Landau theory will allow us to determine the
behaviour of the screening mechanisms, including their competition and coexistence.
1.4 Screening Mechanisms
2DEGs have been studied both theoretically using a Landau theory approach and com-
putationally using first-principles calculations [14, 15]. They are typically observed in
monodomain phases. We should note here that 2DEGs can have different physical origins in
different materials. In some materials, such as LAO/STO superlattices, the 2DEG arises due
to an intrinsic polar discontinuity at the interfaces in order to prevent a polar catastrophe [16].
In materials such as PTO/STO superlattices, a 2DEG can arise due to surface or interfacial
defects, namely oxygen and cation vacancies. If we employ a Landau theory to model the
ferroelectrics as a function of thin film thickness, we find that the screening method observed
depends on the thickness of the film. For thinner films, domains dominate, and when the
width of the domains, w, is less than the thickness, d, the Kittel law is obeyed [17],
w ∝
√
d . (1.11)
The monodomain limit is obtained when the width of the domains tends to infinity. In this
limit, the domains vanish and the 2DEG dominates as the screening mechanism. It was
recently suggested in [14] that there is a transition between the screening mechanism favoured
which depends on the thickness of the film. This can be seen by analysing the free energies
of both scenarios. Figure 1.5 shows a comparison of the energies of the monodomain and
polydomain configurations of PTO. From the plot we see that for thinner films, a polydomain
configuration is preferable, and for thicker films, a monodomain configuration with a 2DEG
is preferred. There is a crossover length, dco ≈ 4.6 nm, beyond which the favoured screening
mechanism changes. This analysis suggests that there is a sharp change of the preferred
screening mechanism, but does not allow for the possibility of observing both ferroelectric
domains and 2DEGs simultaneously.
1.4.1 Coexistence
Recently, a model of coexistence between domains and 2DEGs was proposed for a ferro-
electric thin film in a vacuum [18]. By modifying the Landau theory for a thin film broken
into domains to account for the presence of 2DEGs at the surfaces, analytic and numerical
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Fig. 1.5 A comparison of the free energies of the monodomain and polydomain states thin films
of PTO as a function of thickness. The crossover length is dco. Zero energy corresponds to the
paraelectric phase. Details of the calculation of these energies can be found in [14].
approximations were used to solve the theory and study the behaviour of the screening mech-
anisms. The work suggests that instead of a sharp crossover from one screening mechanism
to the other as indicated in Figure 1.5, there is actually a smooth transition from one to the
other, with a region of coexistence in between.
The results of this theory are summarised in Figure 1.6 for a thin film of PTO. We see that
below a critical thickness, dc, there is no 2DEG and the domains obey the Kittel law. There
is a thickness, dp, at which the width of the domains diverge and the surface charge saturates
to the spontaneous polarisation, completely screening the depolarising field. The coexistence
region is between dc and dp, and in this region we see that there is both a 2DEG which is not
fully saturated and domains which do not obey the Kittel law, but have finite width.
This theory suggests an interesting relationship between the screening mechanisms, but only
in the ideal case of a thin film in a vacuum. Experimentally, ferroelectric thin films are grown
on substrates: PTO is typically grown on a substrate of STO. Ferroelectrics are also typically
grown in superlattices with alternating layers in order to optimise the technological properties
of the constituent materials; a common example is a superlattice of alternating layers of
ferroelectric PTO and paraelectric STO. The previous theory of coexistence describes a
10
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thin film in a vacuum but does not describe thin films on substrates or superlattices. In the
aforementioned examples, the dielectric constant of STO can be orders of magnitude larger
than those of PTO [19]. While the theory describes coexistence of the screening mechanisms
of an individual thin film, it does not account for the influence that its environment may have
on the range and nature of coexistence.
 0
 0.2
 0.4
 0.6
 0.8
σ (
C/
m
2 )
 0
 100
 200
dc dp  0 100 200 300
w
 (n
m
)
d (nm)
 0
 2
  0  20
Fig. 1.6 Results of the coexistence model for a thin film of PTO. The red curves show the 2DEG
surface charge, σ , and the domain widths, w, as a function of thickness, d. The black curve in the
lower plot shows the Kittel law for for the same film without a 2DEG. We see that below the critical
thickness, there is no 2DEG and the domains obey the Kittel law. Above dp, the domain widths diverge
and the 2DEG surface charge saturates at the spontaneous polarisation. Between these thicknesses
there is both a nonzero surface charge and a finite domain width.
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Chapter 2
Theory
In this chapter we study the electrostatic description of ferroelectric materials with the aim
of correctly describing the effects of a substrate and superlattice geometry on the system.
Having done this, we can update the Landau theories and study the screening mechanisms in
more realistic situations. First, we review the theory for a thin film in a vacuum carefully
as it is not derived in detail in the literature. We then make the necessary modifications to
describe substrates and superlattices.
2.1 Electrostatics
For a ferroelectric thin film in a vacuum, we follow the derivation and nomenclature used
in [13]. Consider a ferroelectric thin film in a vacuum of thickness d which is infinitely
wide and is saturated at its spontaneous polarisation PS. The thin film is broken into a
repeating pattern of ferroelectric domains of equal and opposite polarisation, as shown in
Figure 2.1. We assume the walls between the domains to be infinitely thin. Note that this is a
two-dimensional model, and we seemingly ignore the width in the y-direction. In reality, the
domains are very long in this direction. We think of the material as infinitely wide in this
direction, and describe a cross-section at a fixed value of y.
The spontaneous polarisation inside the thin film is periodic in x, with period W =W++W−.
We choose the origin of our coordinate system such that it is an even function of x. Thus, we
can represent the spontaneous polarisation as a Fourier series,
PS(x) = APS+
∞
∑
n=1
4PS
nπ
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx) , (2.1)
12
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x
z
tˆ
nˆI
II
III
0
−d
W+ W−
Fig. 2.1 A ferroelectric thin film in a vacuum, broken into domains. The black regions represent do-
mains with polarisation +PS and width W+, and the white regions represent domains with polarisation
−PS and width W−.
where
A=
W+−W−
W++W−
(2.2)
is the mismatch between the domain widths, and
k =
2π
W
. (2.3)
The polydomain (Kittel) limit is obtained when A→ 0, i.e. the domain widths are equal.
The monodomain limit is obtained when A→±1, i.e. one of the domain widths tends to
zero. To obtain the electric fields inside and outside of the film, we must first determine the
electrostatic potentials. They satisfy the following Laplace equations
κi j∂i∂ jφII = 0
∇2φI = ∇2φIII = 0
, (2.4)
where κ =
[
κa 0
0 κc
]
is the permittivity tensor of the thin film. The general solutions are of
the form
13
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φI(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
(
a1ne
inλ1x+b1ne
−inλ1x
)(
c1ne
nλ1z+d1ne
−nλ1z
)
+a10(z)
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
(
a2ne
in(λ2/
√
κa)x+b2ne
−in(λ2/√κa)x
)(
c2ne
n(λ2/
√
κc)z+d2ne
−n(λ2/√κc)z
)
+a20(z)
φIII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
(
a3ne
inλ3x+b3ne
−inλ3x
)(
c3ne
nλ3z+d3ne
−nλ3z
)
+a30(z)
. (2.5)
Since the potentials must be even and periodic in x, they reduce to
φI(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c1ne
nkz+d1ne
−nkz
)
+a10(z)
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c2ne
nkcz+d2ne
−nkcz
)
+a20(z)
φIII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c3ne
nkz+d3ne
−nkz
)
+a30(z)
, (2.6)
where the coefficients ain have been absorbed into the other coefficients, and
c=
√
κa
κc
. (2.7)
Excluding the n= 0 terms, which can be dealt with separately because all terms are linearly
independent, we require 6 conditions to determine the 6 remaining coefficients. We state
our assumptions here clearly as it will become important to keep track of them when we
generalise to a less symmetric case:
• The fields in the vacuum regions must vanish at ±∞:
c1n = d
3
n = 0 . (2.8)
• The fields must be equal at the interfaces between the thin film and vacuum regions:
φI(x,0) = φII(x,0)
φIII(x,−d) = φII(x,−d)
. (2.9)
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• The components of the displacement fields normal to the interfaces of the thin film
must be equal at the interfaces, providing the final two constraints:
(D⃗I− D⃗II) · nˆ= (D⃗III− D⃗II) · nˆ= 0 , (2.10)
where nˆ is a unit vector normal to the surface. The displacement fields are given by
D⃗I = ε0E⃗I
D⃗II = ε0κE⃗II+ P⃗S
D⃗III = ε0E⃗III
, (2.11)
and using E⃗ =−∇⃗φ , we get
κc∂zφII|z=0−∂zφI|z=0 = 1ε0PS(x,0)
κc∂zφII|z=−d−∂zφIII|z=−d = 1ε0PS(x,−d)
. (2.12)
We use the third condition to determine the n= 0 terms separately. Inside the film we have
ε0κc∂za20(z) = APS , (2.13)
which gives
a20(z) =
APS
ε0κc
z . (2.14)
Equating the n= 0 terms at the interfaces gives
a10 = 0
a30 =−
APS
ε0κc
d
. (2.15)
This resembles the potential for a monodomain thin film with polarisation APS. Using this
and the first condition, the potentials simplify to
15
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φI(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
d1n cos(nkx)e
−nkz
φII(x,z) =
APS
ε0κc
z+
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c2ne
nkcz+d2ne
−nkcz
)
φIII(x,z) =− APSε0κcd+
∞
∑
n=1
c3n cos(nkx)e
nkz
. (2.16)
Using the second condition and matching the potentials at the interfaces yields
d1n =
(
c2n+d
2
n
)
c3ne
−nkd =
(
c2ne
−2nR+d2ne
2nR) , (2.17)
where
R=
πcd
W
, (2.18)
so that
kcd = 2R . (2.19)
Using the third condition to match the displacement fields at the interfaces yields
κc(nkc)
(
c2n+d
2
n
)− (−nk)d1n = 1ε0 4PSnπ sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
κc(nkc)
(
c2ne
−2nR+d2ne
2nR)− (nk)c3ne−nkd = 1ε0 4PSnπ sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
) . (2.20)
Combining this with (2.17) we get
d2n =−c2ne−2nR , (2.21)
and thus, the potential inside the film simplifies to
φII(x,z) =
APS
ε0κc
z+
∞
∑
n=1
c2n cos(nkx)sinh(nR+ cnkz) , (2.22)
meaning first part of (2.9) simplifies to
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a1nd
1
n = a
2
nc
2
ne
−nR sinh(nR) . (2.23)
This simplifies (2.17) and (2.20):
d1n = c
2
n sinh(nR)
c3ne
−nkd =−c2n sinh(nR)
, (2.24)
giving
c2n (gcosh(nR)+ sinh(nR)) =
4PS
n2πk
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
=⇒ c2n =
4PS
n2πk
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
) 1
sinh(nR)+gcosh(nR)
, (2.25)
where
g=
√
κaκc = cκc . (2.26)
Finally, the potentials are given by
φI(x,z) =
1
4πε0
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
8PScd
R
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)
e−nkz
1+gcoth(nR)
φII(x,z) =
APS
ε0κc
z+
1
4πε0
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
8PScd
R
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)
sinh(nR+ cnkz)
sinh(nR)+gcosh(nR)
φIII(x,z) =− APSε0κc d−
1
4πε0
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
8PScd
R
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)
enk(z+d)
1+gcoth(nR)
. (2.27)
The depolarisation energy per unit area is the sum of contributions from each of the three
regions,
UI,III =
∫ 1
2
(
E2x +E
2
z
)
dxdz
UII =
∫ 1
2
(
κaE2x +κcE
2
z
)
dxdz
. (2.28)
For the integration in the x-direction, we average over the domain period. To simplify the
integration, we introduce the following notation:
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α =
1
4πε0
(
8PScd
R
)
βn =
1
sinh(nR)+gcosh(nR)
γn =
1
1+gcoth(nR)
. (2.29)
Then the electric fields in region II are given by
Ez =− APSε0κc −αkc
∞
∑
n=1
sin
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n
cos(nkx)βn cosh(nR+nkcz)
Ex = αk
∞
∑
n=1
sin
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n
sin(nkx)βn sinh(nR+nkcz)
. (2.30)
When we square Ez, we get three terms, but the cross term vanishes when integrated over a
period in the x-direction. The first part of Ez, the monodomain part, contributes the following
to the depolarising energy:
Umono =
1
2
ε0κc
∫ 0
−d
1
W
∫ W/2
−W/2
dzdx
(
APS
ε0κc
)2
=
1
2
P2S d
ε0κc
A2 . (2.31)
For the remaining terms, we make use of the orthogonality relations to perform the integration
in the x-direction,
1
W
∫ W/2
−W/2
cos(nkx)cos(mkx)dx=
1
W
∫ W/2
−W/2
sin(nkx)sin(mkx)dx=
1
2
δnm , (2.32)
so the rest of the depolarising energy simplifies to
UII =
1
2
P2S d
ε0κc
8g
π2R
∞
∑
n=1
sin2
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n3
γ2ngcoth(nR) . (2.33)
Similarly for regions I and II, we get
UI,III =
1
4
P2S d
ε0κc
8g
π2R
∞
∑
n=1
sin2
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n3
γ2n . (2.34)
Adding the three of these together, along with the monodomain part of the energy in region
II, we get
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Udep =
1
2
P2S d
ε0κc
(
A2+
8g
π2R
∞
∑
n=1
sin2
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n3
1
(1+gcoth(nR))
)
. (2.35)
This is the depolarising energy per unit area.
Let us analyse the form of this potential and check that it has the correct behaviour in the
monodomain and Kittel limits. First, set the domain widths to be equal, W+ =W− = w, such
that W = 2w and A= 0. Next, we divide by d to obtain the energy per unit volume (of the
thin film). Under these assumptions, the energy simplifies to
Udep =
1
2
P2S
ε0κc
(
8g
π2R
∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
) 1
(1+gcoth(nR))
)
. (2.36)
We would like to write this in terms of the ratio of the thickness to width, r = d/w,
Udep =
P2S
2ε0κc
(
16g
π3c
)
1
x
∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
) 1(
1+gcoth
(nπ
2 cx
)) , (2.37)
and examine the behaviour in the different limits. In monodomain limit, r→ 0 (w→ ∞), we
should obtain
Umono =
1
2ε0κc
P2S . (2.38)
Evaluating the limit
lim
r→0
1
r
(
1+gcoth
(nπ
2 cr
)) = nπ
2
c
g
, (2.39)
we get
lim
r→0
Udep =
P2S
2ε0κc
8
π2
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin2
(nπ
2
)
. (2.40)
The inifinite sum converges to
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin2
(nπ
2
)
=
π2
8
, (2.41)
and thus the correct monodomain limit is obtained when r → 0. In the limit r ≫ 1, a
Kittel-like expression should be observed,
UKittel ∝
1
r
. (2.42)
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As we will see in the next section, this is the limit that leads to the Kittel law, (1.11), for
ferroic materials. Note that we have already taken the A→ 0 limit before taking the r≫ 1
limit. Using
lim
r→∞coth
(nπ
2
cr
)
= 1 , (2.43)
we get
lim
r→∞Udep ≈
P2S
2ε0
16
π3(1+g)
1
x
∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
)
. (2.44)
The infinite series converges to,
∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
)
=
1
8
(−2ψ(2)(1)+3ζ (3))≈ 1.0518 , (2.45)
where ζ (z) is the Riemann Zeta function, and
ψ(m)(z) =
dm+1
dzm+1
ln(Γ(z)) , (2.46)
is the polygamma function. So we obtain the Kittel expression in the limit x→ ∞,
lim
r→∞Udep(x) =
P2S
2ε0
β
1
r
, (2.47)
where
β =
16
π3(1+g)
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin2
(nπ
2
)
=
16.829 . . .
π3(1+g)
. (2.48)
Thus, the full electrostatic description reproduces the correct behaviour in both the mon-
odomain and Kittel limits. Figure 2.2 shows the electrostatic energy as a function of r
for a thin film of PTO. In this chapter, we use the parameters from [14] for PTO, which
were obtained using first-principles calculations. We see that the energy approaches the
monodomain limit as r→ 0 and has Kittel-like behaviour when r > 1.
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Fig. 2.2 The depolarising energy (black) of a thin film of PTO. The red curve shows the Kittel
expression for the same film of PTO. We see that for r > 1, the energy follows the Kittel expression.
Inset: the depolarising energy in the monodomain limit, r→ 0. The horizontal red line shows the
monodomain energy of PTO.
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2.1.1 Substrate
x
z
tˆ
nˆI
II
III
0
−d
w w
κs
Fig. 2.3 A ferroelectric thin film on a substrate of permittivity κs. The substrate is dielectric, isotropic
and semi-infinite.
Following the procedure used in the previous section, we consider the electrostatics of a thin
film on a substrate. To introduce the substrate, we replace the vacuum in medium III with an
isotropic material of permittivity κs. The Laplace equation in medium III becomes
κs∇2φIII = 0 , (2.49)
which is the same as before. Since everything is still even and periodic in x, we start with
φI(x,z) = a10(z)+
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)d1ne
−nkz
φII(x,z) = a20(z)+
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c2ne
cnkz+d2ne
−cnkz
)
φIII(x,z) = a30(z)+
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)c3ne
nkz
, (2.50)
for the solutions. For the monodomain case, the potentials were derived irrespective of the
permittivities of the media on either side of the thin film. Thus, we expect the monodomain
limit to be unaffected by the presence of the substrate. If we treat the n= 0 terms in the same
way as before, we find that they are exactly the same as (2.14) and (2.15), as expected. For
the n ̸= 0 terms, we use the same constraints to fix the remaining coefficients. Matching the
potentials at the interface gives
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d1n =
(
c2n+d
2
n
)
c3ne
−nkd =
(
c2ne
−2nR+d2ne
2nR) . (2.51)
The displacement field in region III now has an additional factor of κs,
D⃗III = ε0κsE⃗III (2.52)
Thus, we need to modify all of the boundary conditions that involve the displacement fields.
In this case, (2.21) is replaced by
d2n =−e−2nR
(
2gsinh(nR)+(enR+κse−nR)
2gsinh(nR)+(κsenR+ e−nR)
)
c2n . (2.53)
It is important to note that at every step in this derivation, the vacuum limit should be obtained
when κs→ 1. Here we see that in the limit κs→ 1, (2.21) is indeed obtained. After a bit of
algebra, the potential in the thin film can be written as
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
c2n cos(knx)(2gsinh(nR)sinh(nkcz+nR)+
+ sinh(nkcz)+κs sinh(nkcz+2nR))
. (2.54)
In the limit κs → 1, it becomes proportional to sinh(nkcz+nR) as in the vacuum case.
Returning to the displacement field conditions, we get
c2n = α
1
n2
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
γn , (2.55)
where α is as defined in the previous section and
γn =
[
(κs+g2)sinh(2nR)+g
(
1+κs cosh(2nR)+2sinh2 (nR)
)]−1
. (2.56)
Matching the potentials at the interfaces again gives
d1n =
[
2gsinh2 (nR)+κs sinh(2nR)
]
c2n
c3n =−enkd
[
2gsinh2 (nR)+ sinh(2nR)
]
c2n
. (2.57)
So finally, we get
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φI(x,z) = 0+α
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)e−nkzγn
[
2gsinh2 (nR)+κs sinh(2nR)
]
φII(x,z) =
APS
ε0κc
z+α
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)γn [2gsinh(nR)sinh(nkcz+nR) (2.58)
+sinh(nkcz)+κs sinh(nkcz+2nR)]
φIII(x,z) =− APSε0κc d−α
∞
∑
n=1
1
n2
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx)enk(z+d)γn
[
2gsinh2 (nR)+ sinh(2nR)
]
These potentials all reduce to the expressions obtained for the vacuum case in the limit κs→ 1.
For the depolarising energy, we integrate the electric fields as before, the only difference
being that the energy in the substrate is scaled by a factor of κs. After some integration, the
depolarising energy per unit area is found to be
Udep =
1
2
P2S d
ε0κc
[
A2+
4g
π2R
∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
γ2n
(
4gsinh(2nR)(cosh(nR)+gsinh(nR))2
(2.59)
× (2gsinh2 (nR)+κs sinh(2nR))2+κs (2gsinh2 (nR)+ sinh(2nR))2)]
which looks messy, but does reproduce the vacuum case when κs→ 1.
Next, we analyse the behaviour of the energy in the monodomain and polydomain limits as
before. We expect the monodomain limit to be exactly the same as the vacuum case, and the
polydomain limit to display Kittel-like behaviour. It was initially found that the vacuum case
was not reproduced in the monodomain limit. The reason for this was that in the vacuum
case we let A→ 0 before using r= d/w to take the monodomain and polydomain limits. The
fact that the correct monodomain limit for the thin film in a vacuum was obtained is just an
anomaly of the symmetric coordinate system used; it was centred in the middle of one of the
domains. Fixing the widths to be equal and sending w→∞ still reproduced the monodomain
limit. In general, it appears that the limits A→ 0 and w→ ∞ do not commute; the presence
of the substrate seems to break the symmetry that made these limits interchangeable in the
vacuum case. In order to correctly take the monodomain limit, we should let A→ 1, i.e. the
width of one type of domain tends to zero. In this limit, the n ̸= 0 terms vanish automatically
as sin(nπ) = 0 for n ∈ Z, and the monodain expression is obtained immediately. It is exactly
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the same as the vacuum case, as expected.
Having dealt with the monodomain limit correctly, we let A→ 0 to investigate the polydomain
limit. We write the energy per unit volume as a function of r and take the limit r→∞ and get
lim
r→∞Udep(x)≈
P2S
2ε0
β (κs)
1
r
, (2.60)
where
β (κs) =
8
π3
[
1
(1+g)2
+
2g+κs
(g+κs)2
] ∞
∑
n=1
1
n3
sin2
(nπ
2
)
. (2.61)
This converges to (2.48) when κs → 1. This is an important result as it implies that when
we move away from the ideal case of a thin film in a vacuum, the Kittel law is still obeyed.
Using the constant β (κs), we can investigate how the permittivity of the substrate affects
the behaviour of the domains. This analysis can also be used to investigate the effect of the
substrate on the coexistence of screening mechanisms, as we will see in the next section.
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2.1.2 Superlattice
x
z
tˆ
nˆ
I
II
III
dFE
dPE
Unit Cell
W+ W−
Fig. 2.4 A superlattice of alternating ferroelectric and paraelectric layers. Region II corresponds to
the ferroelectric layer and regions I and III each correspond to half of the paraelectric layer.
Next, we describe the electrostatics of a superlattice consisting of alternating ferroelectric and
paraelectric layers, shown in Figure 3.2. We solve for the electrostatics of a single unit cell
and impose periodic boundary conditions, obtaining expressions for the total energy per unit
cell. In the interest of symmetry, we will center the system in the middle of a ferroelectric
layer and a positive domain.
As with the previous cases, we use a Fourier series representation of the polarisation, treating
the n = 0 and the n ̸= 0 terms separately. The n = 0 terms will be the same as the mon-
odomain case with spontaneous polarisation APS. However as we are dealing with a periodic
superlattice, the electrostatics for the monodomain case will not be the same as before; there
will be electric field inside the paraelectric layers. Assuming there is a constant field in both
of the layers, the potential will have a zig-zag-type form as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5 The electrostatic potential inside the superlattice in the monodomain case.
After applying the correct boundary conditions, we find that the potentials are of the form
φI(z) =− APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dPE
(z−D/2)
φII(z) =
APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dFE
z
φIII(z) =− APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dPE
(z+D/2)
, (2.62)
where D= dFE+dPE is the length of the unit cell. For a thin film on a substrate, we checked
that the vacuum case was reproduced by taking the limit κs→ 1. We can do the same here
by letting dPE → ∞ and κs→ 1. When we do this, we see that the fields in the paraelectric
layers vanish, and the field in the ferroelectric layer is the same as the one in a thin film; a
good sanity check. The electric field in the paraelectric half-layers is
EI,III =−∂zφI/III = APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
] , (2.63)
and the energy in regions I and III is given by
UI+III =
A2P2S
2ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]2 κsdPE . (2.64)
Similarly, the energy in the ferroelectric layer is given by
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UII =
A2P2S
2ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]2 κcdFE . (2.65)
Adding these together, they simplify nicely and we find that
Umono =
A2P2S
2ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
] , (2.66)
which resembles the case of the thin film. The factor inside the square brackets resembles an
effective permittivity for the superlattice. We have to be cautious however, as this expression
is not per unit volume. If we take the limit dPE → ∞ and then divide by dFE, we obtain the
thin film monodomain energy.
Now for the n ̸= 0 terms. Instead of imposing boundary conditions at ±∞, we impose
periodic boundary conditions on the unit cell:
φI(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c1ne
nkz+d1ne
−nkz
)
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c2ne
cnkz+d2ne
−cnkz
)
φIII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c3ne
nkz+d3ne
−nkz
) , (2.67)
where k = 2πW . Again, we have six coefficients to determine and therefore require six
conditions. These are
φI(dFE/2) = φII(dFE/2)
φIII(−dFE/2) = φII(−dFE/2)
φI(D/2) = φIII(−D/2)
(D⃗I− D⃗II) · nˆ= 0
(D⃗III− D⃗II) · nˆ= 0
φI(z) =−φIII(−z)
. (2.68)
The first two arise from matching the potentials at the interfaces. The third comes from
imposing periodic boundary conditions on the unit cell. The fourth and fifth are the matching
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of the displacement fields at the interfaces, and the last is due to the symmetry of the system
under z→−z. We use the symmetry condition to obtain
c1n =−d3n
d1n =−c3n
, (2.69)
which simplifies things greatly. If we use the periodic boundary conditions, we get
d1n =−c1nenkD , (2.70)
which gives
φI(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
c1n cos(nkx)sinh(nk (z−D/2))
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
cos(nkx)
(
c2ne
cnkz+d2ne
−cnkz
)
φIII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
c1n cos(nkx)sinh(nk (z+D/2))
. (2.71)
Matching the displacement fields and the potentials at the interfaces, we quickly see that
φII(x,z) =
∞
∑
n=1
c2n cos(nkx)sinh(cnkz) , (2.72)
and
c1n =−
sinh
(
cnk dFE2
)
sinh
(
nk dPE2
) c2n =−βnc2n , (2.73)
where we define
βn =
sinh
(
cnk dFE2
)
sinh
(
nk dPE2
) . (2.74)
Finally, matching the displacement fields at the boundary again gives
[κc∂zφII−κs∂zφI]dFE/2 =
1
ε0
4PS
nπ
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
cos(nkx) , (2.75)
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which yields
c2n =
1
ε0
4PS
n2πk
γn sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
, (2.76)
where
γn =
[
gcosh
(
cnk
dFE
2
)
+κs coth
(
nk
dPE
2
)
sinh
(
cnk
dFE
2
)]−1
. (2.77)
Finally, the electrostatic potentials are given by
φI(z) =− APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dPE
(z−D/2)−
∞
∑
n=1
αnβnγn cos(nkx)sinh(nk (z−D/2))
φII(z) =
APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dFE
z+
∞
∑
n=1
αnγn cos(nkx)sinh(cnkz)
φIII(z) =− APS
ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]
dPE
(z+D/2)−
∞
∑
n=1
αnβnγn cos(nkx)sinh(nk (z+D/2))
, (2.78)
where
αn =
4PS
ε0n2πk
sin
(nπ
2
(A+1)
)
. (2.79)
These expressions reduce to the monodomain expressions when A→ 1, as only the n= 0
terms survive. We should check the dPE → ∞ limit to make sure they reduce to the case of a
thin film. The vacuum thin film expression is obtained when dPE → ∞ and κs→ 1, which is
reassuring.
It remains to calculate the energy for the n ̸= 0 terms. First, we consider regions I and III.
Using the orthogonality relations as before, the integrals in the x-direction both evaluate to
1
2δnm and the energy per unit area is given by
UI+III =
1
4
ε0κs
∞
∑
n=1
(nk)α2nβ
2
n γ
2
n sinh(nkdPE) . (2.80)
Similarly, the energy in region II is given by
UII =
1
4
ε0g
∞
∑
n=1
(nk)α2n γ
2
n sinh(cnkdFE) . (2.81)
Therefore, the total energy of the unit cell is
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Udep =
A2P2S
2ε0
[
κc
dFE
+ κsdPE
]+
+
1
4
ε0
∞
∑
n=1
(nk)α2n γ
2
n
[
gsinh(cnkdFE)+β 2nκs sinh(nkdPE)
] . (2.82)
This also reduces to the vacuum case when dPE → ∞, κs → 1. After a bit of algebra, each
term in the series simplifies considerably
Un̸=0 =
8P2S
ε0π3
w
∞
∑
n=1
sin2
(nπ
2 (A+1)
)
n3
1
gcoth
(
cnπ
2
dFE
w
)
+κs coth
(
nπ
2
dPE
w
) , (2.83)
which looks relatively tidy and resembles the expression for the energy of a thin film. As
discussed previously, this expression has the expected behaviour in the monodomain limit. At
this point it is important to consider the units of this energy. The normalisation of each energy
term in the Landau theory requires careful consideration, as some terms are only associated
with the ferroelectric layer and others are associated with the entire unit cell. Previously, the
energies were given per unit volume of the thin film. As the depolarising energy is associated
with the entire unit cell, we divide by D and express it per unit cell volume. Since later it will
become useful to work in terms of the thickness of the ferroelectric layer, we let
d = dFE
α =
dPE
dFE
, (2.84)
so that
dPE = αd
D= (1+α)d
. (2.85)
Dividing by D= (1+α)d and taking the limit r = d/w≫ 1 as before, we obtain a Kittel
expression,
UKittel =
P2S
2ε0
β (κs,α)
1
r
, (2.86)
with
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β (κs,α)≈ 16.829 . . .π3(1+α)(g+κs) . (2.87)
The constant β (κs,α) not only depends on the permittivity of the paraelectric layer but also
on α , the ratio of thicknesses of the layers. In the limits κs → 1 and α → 0 (dPE → ∞), it
reduces to the β that appears in the standard Kittel law.
2.2 Landau Theory
Having obtained the electrostatic descriptions, we proceed to analyse the behaviour of the
screening mechanisms using a Landau theory.
2.2.1 Kittel Law
First, we can use a Landau theory to derive the Kittel law for each of the systems. In the
context of ferroelectrics, this is often referred to the Kittel-Mistui-Furuichi (KMF) law, as
the original Kittel law was derived for ferromagnetic materials. We start with the energy per
unit volume of a ferroelectric material in the polydomain limit,
UKMF =U0(PS)+
Σ
w
+
P2S
2ε0
β (κs,α)
w
d
, (2.88)
where U0 is the double-well-type energy associated with the polarisation and Σ is the energy
cost of creating a ferroelectric domain wall. We assume that the polarisation is fixed at PS,
so the material is in a stable ferroelectric state. This theory is used to derive the Kittel law
for a thin film in a vacuum, but we can extend it to thin films on substrates and superlattices
using the expressions for β derived in the previous section. It is important to note here
that in the superlattice, there may be a weaker domain structure induced in the paraelectric
layers. This effect may prove important and should be introduced to the free energy. There
are a number of possible ways to treat this. We could assume that it contributes the same
energy as the domains in the ferroelectric layer, but this would be an exaggeration. We
could use first-principles calculations to determine the energy cost, ΣPE, associated with the
induced domain walls, which would be the most thorough option. For now, we assume that
its energetic contribution is much weaker than the domain walls in the ferroelectric layers
and neglect it.
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For the superlattice, the other terms in the free energy must be re-normalised appropriately.
As the polarisation and domain wall energies are associated with the ferroelectric layer, we
normalise them by
dFE
dFE+dPE
=
1
1+α
. (2.89)
Each term in the free energy is normalised by a factor of (1+α)−1, indicating that the ratio
of thicknesses in the superlattice scales the overall free energy, but has no effect on the
behaviour of the screening mechanisms. This is not surprising as we are working in the
polydomain limit; the monodomain limit has a more intrinsic dependence on α . We minimise
the free energy with respect to the domain widths, leading to the Kittel or KMF law:
w=
√
lkd , (2.90)
where
lk(κs) =
2ε0Σ
P2S β (κs)
. (2.91)
lk(κs) is the Kittel length, which defines the relevant length scale of the systems. We note
that the dependence on α has vanished in the case of the superlattice. This modified version
of the Kittel law describes the dependence of the domain walls on the permittivities of the
substrate and paraelectric layers. This is an important result, as the Kittel law originally
only described materials in a vacuum. Figure 2.6 shows a plot of the Kittel law for three
different cases: a thin film of PTO in a vacuum, a thin film of PTO on a substrate and a
superlattice of PTO and a paraelectric material. The substrate and paraelectric layer in the
superlattice have a permittivity of κs = 100 to illustrate their influence on the domains. We
can see from this plot that in the case of the substrate and the superlattice, the domains are
larger than those in a thin film in a vacuum of the same thickness. This makes sense because
the constant β decreases with increasing κs, implying that the depolarising energy decreases
with the permittivity of the substrate and paraelectric layers in the superlattice. Balancing
the energy in the Landau theory, this leads to a decrease in the domain energy, leading to
fewer domain walls and hence larger domains. The walls in the superlattice are smaller than
the ones in the thin film on a substrate, which is not surprising. Although the energies were
taken per unit volume of thin film and superlattice unit cell, the electric field in the substrate
was integrated over an infinite range, so it has a bigger contribution to the energy than the
paraelectric layers.
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Fig. 2.6 The Kittel law for a thin film of PTO in a vacuum, a thin film of PTO on a substrate of
permittivity κs = 100, and a superlattice of alternating layers of PTO and the same material.
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2.2.2 Coexistence Model
Next, we use a Landau theory to model coexistence between ferroelectric domains and a
2DEG at the surfaces and interfaces of ferroelectric materials. The free energy for such a
system is a combination of the free energies associated with the two screening mechanisms in
isolation. Of course, we must modify the depolarising energy appropriately as it is common
to both situations. In order to modify the electrostatics to account for the 2DEG, we must
modify the boundary conditions in Maxwell’s equations for the displacement fields,
(D⃗I− D⃗II) · nˆ= σ . (2.92)
This can be accounted for with
P→ P−σ . (2.93)
Thus, the free energy is given by
U(P,w,σ) =U0(P)+
∆σ
d
+
σ2
2gd
+
Σ
w
+Udep(P−σ ,w,d) . (2.94)
This resembles (2.88), but the depolarising energy is screened by the 2DEG and there are
two additional terms associated with the 2DEG. These additional terms account for the
cost of promoting electrons from the conduction band to the valence band. The second
term is the energy cost of charge transfer across the gap, ∆. This gap has different physical
interpretations depending on the geometry of the system and the origin of the 2DEG [14]. In
the case of a thin film in a vacuum, ∆ is simply the band gap, however with a substrate or in
a superlattice, the band offset at the interface should be taken into account. The third term is
the cost of filling the bands, with finite density of states. Here, we use the reduced density of
states,
g=
gegh
ge+gh
, (2.95)
where ge and gh are the density of states for electrons and holes, respectively. In the previous
section we used the Kittel approximation for the depolarising energy, but in general it will
be given by the complete electrostatic expressions derived in the previous section. The full
electrostatic expressions are represented by infinite series and lead to equations which are
quite volatile and can only be solved using numerical methods. Using the Kittel expressions
will allow us to obtain analytic approximations, however. We derive the analytic solutions
using the Kittel energies and compare to numerical solutions using the complete electrostatic
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energies truncated after a large number of terms. As in the previous section, we fix the
polarisation at the spontaneous polarisation, PS. The free energy to be minimised is
U(w,σ) =U0(PS)+
∆σ
d
+
σ2
2gd
+
Σ
w
+
(PS−σ)2
2ε0
β (κs,α)
w
d
, (2.96)
which is not specific to any of the three systems. Once again, we must be careful in how
we normalise the energy of the superlattice. Each term is scaled by a factor of (1+α)−1,
meaning the overall scaling of the energy, but not the actual behaviour of the screening
mechanisms, is affected by α . We minimise with respect to the domain width, and surface
charge, in order to determine how they depend on the thickness:
∂wG= ∂σG= 0 . (2.97)
This leads to a pair of coupled nonlinear equations,
− Σ
w2
+
(PS−σ)2
2ε0
β (κs)
1
d
= 0
∆
d
+
σ
gd
− (PS−σ)
ε0
β (κs)
w
d
= 0
. (2.98)
Using the first equation, we can isolate w,
w=
1
(PS−σ)
√
2ε0Σ
β (κs)d
, (2.99)
and then replacing it in the second equation, we get
∆
d
+
σ
gd
−
√
2Σβ (κs)
ε0d
= 0
=⇒ σ(d) = g∆
√2Σβ (κs)d
ε0∆2
−1
 . (2.100)
Since we require σ to be non-negative, we find that there is a critical thickness, dc, below
which there is no surface charge,
dc =
ε0∆2
2Σβ (κs)
, (2.101)
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and thus the surface charge is given by
σ(d) = g∆
(√
d
dc
−1
)
, (2.102)
We can use this to find the thickness, dp, at which the surface charge saturates, i.e. σ(dp) =PS,
dp = dc
(
1+
PS
g∆
)2
. (2.103)
This is also the thickness at which the width of the domains diverges. Returning to the
equations, we now solve for w,
w(d) =
√
lkd[
1− g∆PS (
√
d
dc
−1)
] , (2.104)
where lk is the Kittel length. Equations (2.102) and (2.104) are the analytic result of the
coexistence model in the Kittel limit. These results are valid for a thin film in a vacuum, a
thin film on a substrate and a superlattice, and each case can be analysed with the correct
choice of β (κs). Figure 2.7 shows a plot of (2.102) and (2.104) for a thin film of PTO in a
vacuum and on a substrate of permittivity κs= 10 as well as numerical solutions using the full
electrostatic expressions, truncated at 1000 terms. What is important to note here is that the
range in which coexistence can be sustained has been shifted to the right but also extended
due to the permittivity of the substrate. For the vacuum case, the range of coexistence,∣∣dp−dc∣∣, is approximately 206.9 nm and for the substrate case, the range has increased to
approximately 241.9 nm. Similar results were obtained for the superlattice. It was found
that, for both the numerical and analytic solutions, there was little or no dependence on α ,
the ratio of thicknesses of the layers.
In summary, we have extended the model of coexistence to describe a thin film in a vacuum
or on a substrate, as well as superlattices. It was found that the substrate and the paraelectric
layers in the superlattice extend the range where coexistence between domains and a 2DEG
can be achieved. This is important, since, as mentioned previously, the permittivity of STO
can be very large, possibly leading to a very wide coexistence range for a thin film of PTO
grown on a substrate of STO, or in PTO/STO superlattices.
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Fig. 2.7 Analytic and numerical results of the coexistence model for a thin film in a vacuum and
a thin film on a substrate of permittivity κs = 10. The numerical results used the full electrostatic
depolarising energy, truncating the series after 1000 terms. The deviations of σ from the analytic result
around and above dp are due to the volatile nature of the equations when using the full electrostatics.
It is important to note that in the inset, there is a slight difference between the coexistence model
and the Kittel behaviour. This is because below dc, the analytic expression for σ is negative, which
is unphysical. We set σ to be zero below dc, but the analytic expression for w was obtained before
imposing this condition.
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First-Principles Calculations
With the increase in computing power in recent decades, first-principles electronic structure
methods such as density functional theory (DFT) have become extremely popular and useful
in physics, chemistry and materials science [20]. DFT calculations are a quick and cheap
way of studying the structural, electronic and other properties of physical systems and ma-
terials. While DFT calculations are certainly not a replacement for physical experiments,
they can serve as a useful indicator as to how a particular system might behave. As there
is an abundance of excellent resources on the theory behind DFT in the literature, it is not
necessary to review it here. Relevant details of the computational methods will be described
in the following section and Appendix A, however.
In this chapter we describe the first-principles simulations performed to study screening
mechanisms in ferroelectric materials. As mentioned in the introduction, we use thin films
of PTO in a vacuum and PTO/STO superlattices as test cases, introducing the 2DEG to our
simulations through atomic defects.
In order to study the screening mechanisms considered in the previous chapter computation-
ally, very large supercells, consisting of hundreds of atoms would be required. For example,
to simulate ferroelectric domains, a supercell generated by repeating the primitive cell a large
number of times in a direction(s) normal to the surface would be required. Assuming the
domain widths to be equal, half of the cells would be polarised in one direction and the other
half in the opposite direction. In order to screen the depolarising field with a 2DEG, a surface
charge close to the spontaneous polarisation is required. For example, using the values of
PS = 0.78 C/m2 and a= 3.86 Å for bulk PTO obtained from first-principles calculations, we
would need a surface charge of
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σ = 0.78 C/m2 ≈ 0.73 e
Ω
, (3.1)
i.e. 0.73 electrons per unit cell surface area, to screen the depolarising field. Introducing a
fractional vacancy per primitive cell typically requires the use of large supercells, meaning
as with the domains, a 2DEG would be expensive to simulate. While supercell calculations
are lengthy and more computationally demanding, they are necessary in order to study the
screening mechanisms. Since the polarisation is related to the displacements of the atoms in
the unit cell, a time-consuming geometry relaxation is required for each calculation.
In order to avoid calculations which could take days, or even weeks, we make use of a method
which will allow us to introduce a fractional concentration of defects to a single unit cell.
This will allow us to study the effect of 2DEGs on monodomain thin films and superlattices
without the use of large supercells1. The geometries obtained from these calculations can be
used as reference configurations in larger supercell calculations with defects and domains in
the future, potentially saving a great deal of computational expense.
3.1 Virtual Crystal Approximation
The virtual crystal approximation (VCA) was historically used in first-principles calculations
to study disordered alloys and solid solutions without the use of large supercells [21]. The
VCA uses a primitive unit cell composed of ‘virtual’ atoms which interpolate between their
composite components. This method reduces the computational effort required greatly,
but the accuracy of the VCA applied to various systems has shown mixed results. While
many studies have reported success in using the VCA to study some ferromagnetic and
semiconducting materials [22, 23], others have shown that the method is inadequate for the
description of the electronic structure of certain semiconducting systems [24]. The VCA was
considered an unreliable method as its accuracy appeared to be dependent on the system in
question. Fortunately, it has been shown that the VCA can be used to describe ferroelectric
perovskite solid solutions accurately [25].
The VCA creates a virtual atom by mixing the pseudopotentials of the two parent atoms. For
example, consider the mixing of two parent atoms, A and B, both of which are described by
1Obviously to simulate thin films and supercells, the bulk primitive cell is repeated a number of times in the
z-direction. Here the supercells we are referring to are ones that are also repeated several times in the x- and/or
y-directions.
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PbTiO3Vacuum Vacuum
PbO1−xNx PbO1−xFx
−σ +σ
Fig. 3.1 A thin film of PTO with virtual atoms (cyan) at the surfaces. The oxygen atom on the left
is replaced with the virtual atom O1−xNx, creating a surface charge of x electrons per unit cell. The
oxygen atom on the right is replaced with the virtual atom O1−xFx, creating a surface charge of −x
electrons per unit cell.
local pseudopotentials. The virtual atom, AxB1−x, where x is the mixing fraction, is described
by a mixed pseudopotential:
VVCA(r) = xVA(r)+(1− x)VB(r) . (3.2)
While the VCA was typically used to model alloys and disordered systems, here we use it to
introduce the 2DEGs, controlling the surface charges and hence the displacement fields in
thin films. A virtual atom is created and placed at the surface by mixing one of the atoms
at the surface with a neighbouring atom in the periodic table. The resultant virtual atom
results in a surface charge at the interface. We can use a dipole correction to remove the
displacement field in the vacuum region, which arises due to spurious interactions between
the system and its periodic images [26]. Having removed the field in the vacuum region, we
can directly relate the displacement field in the thin film to the surface charges. Therefore,
since the surface charges are specified by the VCA, we can control the displacement field in
the thin films.
In the context of perovskite thin films, we can introduce a 2DEG through oxygen defects.
Consider a PbO-terminated thin film of PTO. In order to create a surface charge, we replace
the oxygen atoms at the surfaces or interfaces with virtual atoms of oxygen mixed with
nitrogen and fluoride (see Figure 3.1). This generates surface charges of magnitude σ = x
electrons per unit cell surface area. If we were to perform simulations with real defects,
we would have oxygen vacancies on one surface and lead vacancies on the other. However
in the interest of symmetry, we use oxygen defects on both surfaces of the thin film. The
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displacement field in the vacuum region is removed using a dipole correction, and the field
inside the film becomes
D⃗=−x e
Ω
, (3.3)
where Ω is the surface area normal to the interfaces. We cannot directly control the displace-
ment fields in periodic superlattices as there is also a field in the paraelectric layers, but we
can still use the VCA to introduce 2DEGs at the interfaces.
SrTiO3 PbTiO3
Fig. 3.2 The unit cell of a periodic superlattice, comprised of a layer of ferroelectric PTO and a layer
of paraelectric STO. The virtual atoms are introduced at the interfaces between the layers.
3.2 Computational Methods
Here we describe the computational methods for the simulation and characterisation of the
thin films and superlattices. DFT calculations were performed using the SIESTA method and
program, which employs numerical atomic orbitals [27]. All calculations were performed
within the local density approximation (LDA) using the Ceperley-Alder exchange-correlation
functional [28]. Norm-conserving Troullier-Martin pseudopotentials were used to replace
the core electrons [29]. A Fermi-Dirac distribution with a temperature of 0.075 eV was used
to smear the occupancy of the one-particle electronic states. Reciprocal space integrations
were performed on a Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh [30].
Pseudopotentials were generated using the ATOM program [31]. Due to the overlap between
the semicore and valence states, the 5d electrons of Pb were explicitly included with the
valence electrons. A scalar relativistic pseudopotential was generated using the reference
configuration 6s2, 6p2, 5d10,5 f 0. Full details of the pseudopotentials are included in Ap-
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pendix A.
Bulk PTO was initially considered for two reasons. Firstly, since there are only five atoms
in the unit cell, it is easy to quickly test and converge our approximations and simulation
parameters. Secondly, it provides a useful reference for the larger calculations; the bulk
in-plane lattice constant is used to generate the thin films and superlattices. The distortions of
the atoms and the polarisation of the bulk system will also serve as a useful reference when
analysing the thin films and superlattices. As in the previous chapter, we take spontaneous
polarisation of bulk PTO to be Ps = 0.78 C/m2, obtained from [14] using the Born effective
charge method [32]; a good approximation to the exact value given by the Berry phase
formalism.
Using the theoretical lattice constant of 4 Å, bulk PTO in its cubic phase was used to test the
convergence of the total energy with respect to the k-point mesh and the cutoff energy. It
was found that a 6×6×6 k-point mesh was sufficient to converge the total energy. A grid
of 6×6×1 was used for the thin films and superlattices. A cutoff energy of 600 Ry was
enough to converge the total energy in the bulk system, however a cutoff energy of 300 Ry
was used in order to keep the computational costs to a minimum.
After determining the appropriate convergence parameters, the geometry of the bulk system
was analysed. Starting with the theoretical lattice constant of 4 Å, a relaxation of the atomic
positions and the unit cell was performed using the conjugate gradient method in SIESTA.
The atoms were slightly offset from their respective layers to prevent the system from re-
maining in the stable cubic phase. The system was then relaxed until the forces on all of the
atoms were less than 0.01 eV/Å.
After successfully characterising the bulk system, a series of calculations were performed
on thin films of PTO comprised of 4-8 layers. Thin films were generated by repeating the
bulk unit cell a number of times in the z-direction. The thin film was separated from its
periodic images using a vacuum of about 50 Å, and a dipole correction was introduced in this
vacuum region to prevent interactions between the images. A 2DEG was introduced using
the VCA by replacing the oxygen atoms on the surfaces with virtual atoms. A series of DFT
calculations were performed for thin films ranging from 4-8 layers in thickness with surface
charges ranging from 0-1 electrons per unit cell surface area. The films were relaxed in the
presence of these surface charges. Geometry relaxations can be computationally expensive,
so every effort was made to keep computation time to a minimum. Since increasing σ
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sustains the polarisation and hence increases the distortion of the layers, calculations were
performed in order, starting from the lowest value of σ . The relaxed geometry of the films
without any surface charge was used as a starting point, and the relaxed geometry from this
calculation was used as a starting point for the next calculation, and so on. This helped to
reduce the number of geometry relaxation steps required.
Calculations of superlattices of ferroelectric PTO and paraelectric STO were then performed.
A single unit cell in the x- and y-directions was used, and multiple layers of PTO and STO
were used in the z-direction in order to create a periodically repeating superlattice. Cal-
culations were performed using 3-6 layers each of PTO and STO. As PTO and STO have
different lattice constants, there is an energy cost associated with the misfit strain introduced
when forming a commensurate structure. This misfit strain was not studied here; starting
from the theoretical lattice constant, a full variable cell geometry relaxation was performed
in order to relax the geometries and find the lattice constant at which they form a commen-
surate structure. The VCA was then used to introduce the surface charge at the interfaces,
and relaxations were then performed for a series of values of σ , using the aforementioned
procedure to reduce the computational effort.
There are several different quantities we wish to examine from the output of the calculations.
Since the methods of calculating the polarisation require the materials to be insulating, it
is important to check that we have not changed the electronic structure of our systems by
introducing virtual atoms. We can do this by examining the projected density of states
(PDOS) of the different layers, in particular the layers containing virtual atoms, and verifying
that the Fermi level is still contained in the gap.
After ensuring that our systems are still insulating, we need to calculate the polarisation to
observe the screening effect of the 2DEG. This can be done using two different methods:
by calculating the ‘layer-by-layer polarisation’ using the Born effective charges [32], and
through the distortion of the layers. In the first method, the polarisation of each layer is
calculated by adding the displacements of each atom with respect to the cation in that layer
times the respective Born effective charge. The polarisation of each layer is then averaged
over neighbouring layers such that each individual layer satisfies the acoustic sum rule. In
the second method, the distortion of each layer is calculated:
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δz (PbO) = δz (Pb)−δz (OI)
δz (TiO2) = δz (Ti)− (δz (OII)+δz (OIII))2
. (3.4)
We can infer the effective polarisation associated with these distortions by scaling with
respect to the bulk configuration:
Peff =
PS
δBulk
δ , (3.5)
where δBulk(PbO) and δBulk(TiO2) are the distortion of the layers in bulk PTO. It is important
to note that surface effects will cause the outer layers of the films and superlattices to behave
differently to the inner layers. Thus, when calculating polarisations using both methods, we
neglect the outermost layers and average over the inner layers. It is also important to check
that the depolarising field has been screened by the 2DEG. We can measure the electric fields
by calculating the electrostatic potentials. The electrostatic potential can be obtained with the
macroscopic averaging technique using the MACROAVE program within SIESTA [33, 34].
The planar averaged potential is first calculated in the z-direction,
V¯ (z) =
1
Ω
∫
S
V (⃗r)dxdy . (3.6)
A convolution is then performed to smooth out the oscillations of the potential. A step
function is used,
ωl (z) =
1
l
Θ
(
l
2
−|z|
)
, (3.7)
where l is approximately the thickness of the material. The smoothed potential is then given
by
¯¯V (z) =
∫
ωl
(
z− z′)ωl (z− z′′)V¯ (z′′)dz′ dz′′ . (3.8)
The slope of the smoothed potential inside the film gives an internal electric field, which is
comparable to the drop in potential due to the dipole correction introduced in the vacuum
region.
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3.3 Results
Calculations for bulk PTO were performed to test convergence parameters. Values of
δBulk(PbO) = 0.356 Å and δBulk(TiO2) = 0.297 Å were obtained for the distortions of the
layers, which were used to analyse the distortion of the layers in the thin films.
The VCA was then used to introduce a 2DEG of surface charges ranging from σ = 0 e/Ω to
σ = 1.0 e/Ω in increments of 0.1. Calculations were also performed at σ = 0.75 e/Ω, which
is close to the spontaneous polarisation of PTO. This was done for thin films comprised of
4-8 layers (an extra PbO half-layer was introduced to make the displacement field symmetric)
and superlattices of 3/3, 6/3 and 6/6 layers of PTO/STO, respectively2. Results were similar
across the range of thicknesses, as all of the simulations were in the range of a few nm in
thickness; the results presented are for thin films of 8 layers and a superlattice of 6/6 layers
in thickness. Firstly, it is important that our materials are insulating, and that the VCA has
not changed the electronic structure in that way.
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Fig. 3.3 The PDOS of the surface layers of a PTO thin film. The top plot is for the outer PbO0.25F0.75
and TiO2 layers, and the bottom plot is for the outer PbO0.25N0.75 and TiO2 layers. We can see that
both layers remain insulating.
2Here, the number of layers corresponds to the number of bulk unit cells. When discussing the distortion,
we refer to PbO/SrO and TiO2 as separate layers.
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The DOS and the PDOS were computed at each layer to check that our materials are still
insulating. Figure 3.3 shows the PDOS at the surface layers of a thin film of PTO, where the
VCA is introduced. We can also see that the superlattices are still insulating from the middle
plot of Figure 3.8. This shows the PDOS for the TiO2 layers; a similar plot of the PbO/SrO
layers was obtained which confirmed that the superlattices are insulating.
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Fig. 3.4 The macroscopic potentials of PTO thin films with 2DEGs of σ = 0 e/Ω (top) and σ =
0.75 e/Ω (bottom). The dashed lines show a linear fit of the smoothed potentials inside the films,
excluding the outer surface layers.
Having ensured that our materials are all insulating, the electrostatic potentials were obtained.
Figure 3.4 shows the macroscopic planar averaged and nanosmoothed potentials inside thin
films of PTO with σ = 0 e/Ω and σ = 0.75 e/Ω. These plots look very similar, noting in
particular that the small slope of the potential inside the films, indicating that the depolarising
field is very weak. While they are both very small, the reason for this is quite different in
each case. In the first plot, this is due to the competition between the polarisation and the
depolarising field. The depolarising field screens the polarisation, suppressing it, and as
the polarisation decreases, a smaller depolarising field is required to screen it, and so on,
leading to a situation where both the polarisation and depolarising field are very weak, but
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nonzero. In the second plot, the slope represents the total electric field inside the thin film,
which is comprised of not only the polarisation inside the film, but the dipole associated with
the two surface charges introduced by the VCA. The surface charge and polarisation are
of similar magnitude and opposite direction, so the total electric field inside the film is the
difference between them, which is very small. For this reason, it is difficult to conclude that
the depolarising field has actually been screened by σ in the second case, but we can confirm
this and distinguish the two cases by calculating the polarisation of the materials.
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Fig. 3.5 The distortion of the layers for a thin film of PTO (blue) with a 2DEG of σ = 0.75 e/Ω,
compared to the same film with no 2DEG (red). For the film with no 2DEG, an extra layer of PbO is
not necessary. We see that when σ is close to the spontaneous polarisation, the distortion of the layers
approaches those of the bulk.
The distortion of the individual layers were calculated using (3.4) and are shown in Figure
3.5. We can see that in the case of zero surface charge, there is barely any splitting of the
layers, excluding surface effects, and hence a very small polarisation. For σ = 0.75 e/Ω,
the distortions are very close to the bulk values. We can see from the plot that surface
layers behave differently to the inner layers of the thin film. For each 2DEG calculation, the
average distortion of the inner layers was used to calculate the effective polarisation. The
layer-by-layer polarisation was also calculated (for more details, see Appendix A of [32]).
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Figure 3.6 shows the layer-by-layer polarisation for a 2DEG of surface charge σ = 0.75 e/Ω.
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Fig. 3.6 The layer-by-layer polarisation of a thin film of PTO with a 2DEG of σ = 0.75 e/Ω, calculated
using the methods described in [32]. The polarisation of the surface layers has been neglected.
Again to avoid surface effects, we average over the inner layers. The two previous plots show
that, for surface charges close to the spontaneous polarisation, the distortion and polarisation
approach those of the bulk configuration. The polarisations were calculated as a function of
surface charge using both methods and are shown in Figure 3.7.
There are a few important features of this plot to note. Firstly, at zero surface charge there is
a nonzero residual polarisation, which is in agreement with our analysis of the first plot in 3.4.
The residual polarisation was not obtained using the layer-by-layer calculation, however. The
polarisation increases linearly with the surface charge until σ = PS, above which we would
expect the polarisation to saturate. This saturation was expected to occur earlier, however
it might be because the spontaneous polarisation that would have been obtained using the
computational parameters in this study result in a larger value than the one from [14]. Just
above PS, the polarisation increases in a linear regime, beyond which it begins to saturate.
From the small electric field in the lower plot of 3.4 and the polarisation close to PS in 3.7,
we can conclude that the introduction of a 2DEG using the VCA has had the expected effect
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Fig. 3.7 Polarisation as a function of 2DEG surface charge for a thin film of PTO. Shown in blue is
the layer-by-layer polarisation calculated using the Born effective charges of cubic bulk PTO. The
effective polarisation associated with the distortion of the layers is shown in red; the polarisations of
the PbO and TiO2 layers were calculated separately and the average value was taken. The horizontal
is at the spontaneous polarisation of bulk PTO from [14]. The dashed line indicates the value of σ
that corresponds to this spontaneous polarisation.
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of screening the depolarising field in the thin films and sustaining the polarisation.
Similar results were obtained for the superlattice calculations and are summarised in Figure
3.8. One noticeable difference between our expectations from the theory and the computa-
tional results is the electrostatic potential inside the superlattice. We expected the potential to
have a zig-zag-type form. However, it appears that there is little or no electric field inside the
superlattice. The only place where there is an electric field is at the interfaces between the
layers, indicating that there is an interfacial transfer of charge. Surface and interfacial effects
are of a quantum nature and were not accounted for in our macroscopic theory developed in
the previous chapter.
Reference [16] performed a similar first-principles study of LAO/STO superlattices and
observed a zig-zag-type potential. However, the origin of the 2DEG in LAO/STO is different.
In LAO/STO, there is an intrinsic surface charge at the interfaces, whereas we manually
introduced the 2DEG using the VCA. Our plot of the potential inside the film is a combination
of both the polarisation and surface charges, which are of similar magnitude and opposite
direction. In order to observe this type of potential inside the film, we would need to separate
the two.
Nevertheless, we see that the superlattice is still insulating, and we also see the distortion and
hence polarisation of the PTO layers, while the STO layers remain relatively unaffected, as
expected.
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Fig. 3.8 A summary of results for a superlattice comprised of 6 layers of PTO and 6 layers of STO.
Left: the planar averaged and nanosmoothed electrostatic potentials. The interfaces between the two
materials are indicated with the dashed lines. Middle: the PDOS of the TiO2 layers in the superlattice.
We see that the Fermi level remains in the gap throughout the unit cell. Right: the distortion of the
TiO2 layers.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
We derived expressions for the electrostatic depolarising energy of a ferroelectric thin film
on a substrate and a superlattice. These expressions exhibited the expected monodomain
behaviour, and reproduced the expressions for a thin film in a vacuum in the appropriate
limits. Having obtained these energies, Kittel approximations to the electrostatics were
obtained in the polydomain limit. These approximations led to a modified Kittel law, which
described the behaviour of the domains in thin films on substrates and in superlattices. This
could prove very useful for analysing experimental results of domains in ferroelectric thin
films and superlattices.
The Landau theory of coexistence between screening mechanisms was also modified to
account for substrates and describe superlattices. It was found that the permittivities of the
substrate and the paraelectric layers in the superlattice can extend the range of thicknesses
where coexistence can be sustained. In the case of superlattices, further modifications to the
model may be required to describe effects which are unique to superlattices and may not
be observed in thin films. Examples of such effects are the induced domain structure in the
paraelectric layers and a charge transfer at the interfaces between the layers.
First-principles calculations were performed for monodomain thin films of PTO in a vacuum
and PTO/STO superlattices. Concentrations of surface defects were introduced to a single
unit cell using the VCA, and we observed the screening of the depolarising field and sustain-
ing of the polarisation by the 2DEGs. For the superlattice calculations, a charge transfer was
observed at the interfaces even in the absence of a 2DEG, indicating that a more detailed
study of interfacial effects is required.
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4.1 Further Work
The results presented suggest that there is much to be done in terms of further work, the most
obvious of which is to verify our theories against experiment. It would be very useful to see if
our modified Kittel laws can describe the behaviour of domains in thin films and superlattices
more accurately than the standard Kittel law for a thin film in a vacuum. It is also impor-
tant that we observe the coexistence of screening mechanisms experimentally, validating
our model. Experiments on PTO/STO superlattices may give an insight into effects unique
to superlattices that we did not consider when extending the Landau theory from the thin film.
In terms of theory, there are many possibilities for extending the model. For example, when
studying coexistence between domains and the 2DEG, we fixed the polarisation at the spon-
taneous polarisation, ensuring the materials were in a stable ferroelectric state. Allowing
the polarisation to vary may give us a more complete picture of coexistence, although this
would result in a Landau theory which is not analytically solvable, meaning we would have
to rely on numerical solutions. Since we started with the coexistence model for a thin film
in a vacuum and extended it to describe thin films on substrates and superlattices, there are
a number of effects unique to those systems which we may not have accounted for. The
most obvious one is the misfit strain caused by the difference in lattice constant between
the thin film and the substrate or the layers in the superlattice. This should be accounted
for by including the energy associated with the misfit strain in the Landau theory, and by
studying the strain associated with forming commensurate structures through first-principles
calculations.
For the superlattice calculations, a full unit cell relaxation was performed, and we assumed
that the PTO and STO layers formed a commensurate structure. However, these effects
could be very important, as there is a strong coupling between strain and polarisation in
ferroelectric materials. For the superlattices, there may be an induced domain structure in
the paraelectric layers. We expect the energy associated with this domain structure to be
much weaker than the one for the ferroelectric layers, but it could still have an impact on the
coexistence of the screening mechanisms, so it should be included in the Landau theory. The
first-principles calculations of superlattices showed a charge transfer across the interfaces
between the layers. The nature of this effect and its relation to the 2DEG should be studied
in greater detail; it may be that there is a higher-order dependence on the 2DEG which has
not been accounted for.
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The work presented here has laid the groundwork for a more detailed computational study
of screening mechanisms in ferroelectric materials. As we have extended our theoretical
model to describe thin films on substrates, it would be useful to do the same thing computa-
tionally, and compare our calculations for PTO in a vacuum to PTO on a substrate of STO.
As mentioned above, it is necessary to study the effects of misfit strain in order to extend
our theory of coexistence. A more detailed first-principles study of PTO/STO superlattices
might prove insightful with regard to the induced domain structure in the STO layers and
the charge transfer at the interfaces. In order to study coexistence computationally, it is
necessary to introduce ferroelectric domains to our calculations. It would also be preferable
to replace the surface charge introduced with the VCA, with oxygen and cation vacancies at
the interfaces. While we have verified that our systems are still insulating, introducing the
surface charges through real defects would result in more realistic simulations. Both domains
and defects require large supercell calculations, increasing the computational resources and
time required substantially, especially when performing geometry relaxations. However, the
geometries obtained can be used in the supercell calculations and could greatly reduce the
number of geometry relaxation steps required. It might prove useful to study the behaviour
of the domains using other computational methods, such as (ab-initio) molecular dynamics
and phase-field modelling.
In summary, screening mechanisms observed in ferroelectric materials have been studied
and observed through both theory and computational simulations. We have presented a more
realistic treatment of the electrostatics of ferroelectric materials which takes into account the
substrates on which thin films are grown, and the geometry of the superlattices in which they
are often fabricated. The competition and coexistence of these screening mechanisms were
then studied using a more realistic model, and first-principles calculations were performed to
observe the effects of a 2DEG on monodomain thin films of PTO and PTO/STO superlattices.
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Appendix A
Computational Details and Bulk PTO
This appendix contains additional information about the computational details of the first-
principles calculations and the results of the bulk PTO calculations. All calculations were
performed using SIESTA version 4.1-b3 on the CSD3 cluster. Calculations were performed
in parallel with OpenMP across a single node (32 cores). Details about the compilation of
SIESTA and the machines on which the calculations were performed are included in the
supplementary material.
Table A.1 details the valence configurations and cutoff radii of the pseudopotentials used
in the DFT calculations. Scalar relativistic pseudpotentials were generated for the Pb,
Sr and Ti atoms, and a non-relativistic pseudopotential was generated for the O atoms.
The same reference configuration and cutoff radii were used when generating the mixed
pseudopotentials with the VCA.
Table A.1 Reference configurations and cutoff radii (in bohr) for the pseudopotentials used in this
work. The configuration and cutoff radii for oxygen were used for the virtual atoms generated using
the VCA.
Pb Sr Ti O
Reference 6s2,6p2,5d10,5 f 0 4s2,4p6,4d0,4 f 0 3s2,3p6,3d2,4 f 0 2s2,2p4,3d0,4 f 0
Radius s 2.2 1.5 1.3 1.15
p 2.9 1.5 1.3 1.15
d 1.5 2.0 1.3 1.15
f 2.9 2.0 2.0 1.50
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Basis sets for the atoms included single-zeta basis functions for the semicore electrons and
double-zeta polarised basis functions for the basis electrons. The basis for oxygen was also
used for the virtual atoms. Full details of the basis sets can be found in the input files included
in the supplementary material.
The ferroelectric structure of bulk PTO was obtained using geometry relaxations. The results
are compared to similar calculations in the literature in Table A.2. The in-plane lattice
constant is in good agreement with other first-principles in the literature, but underestimates
the experimental value. This is not surprising, as LDA calculations typically underestimate
unit cell volumes. The ratio c/a gives a strain of 5%, which is close to the expected value of
6%. There is a large variance in the distortions of the layers. However, this is expected as the
results of similar DFT calculations depend strongly on the exchange-correlation functional
and other computational parameters used. The effective polarisations of the thin films were
calculated using the bulk values of the distortions and were in agreement with the layer-
by-layer polarisations calculated using the Born effective charges. Because of this, we can
conclude that our values are reliable, or are at least consistent within the framework of our
first-principles calculations.
Table A.2 A comparison of results for the structure of ferroelectric bulk PTO between this work and
the literature and experiment.
Reference a (Å) c (Å) δz(PbO) (Å) δz(TiO2) (Å)
Wu [35] 3.87 4.03 0.332 0.275
Rodriguez [36] 3.86 4.13 0.410 0.335
Tinte [37] 3.86 4.00 0.302 0.239
Vanderbilt [38] 3.86 4.04 0.372 0.277
This Work 3.86 4.07 0.356 0.297
Experiment [39] 3.90 4.15 0.460 0.292
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